
Check Lists and Procedures for Glider Pilots 

 

If was only after multiple reminders and encouragement from my good friends Karel Cec, 

Andrej Kolar and Roman Cvek that I have decided to write this article on the usage of 

checklists and certain procedures for glider pilots. 

Although I have always used checklists and procedures in my professional flying I must 

admit that it was rather late in my glider flying that I was taught and  trained to use 

them while flying gliders. During my Commercial glider pilot training in the USA I have 

learned that the official PTS ( Practical Test Standards) issued by the FAA (Federal 

Aviation Administration) requires every applicant for a pilot rating and exam to 

demonstrate knowledge and usage of checklists while operating an aircraft and taking an 

exam. (Similar rules to my knowledge apply to pilots in Australia.) In other words if 

during your check ride or exam you do not use the checklists your instructor or examiner 

might decide not to pass you. These check lists for glider pilots do not have to be in a 

printed form and used in a "read and do" manner as we use them while flying airline jets 

but should be used at least  in a form of verbal acronyms.  

My advice to those of you using check lists for the first time is to have them in a written 

form somewhere in your cockpit readily available. I have seen pilots with check lists 

hanging around their neck or microphone on a string. In my glider I had a "Landing 

Checklist" glued onto my instrument panel so that I could read it easily and hands free. 

 

So lets get started :) 

 

In this article I will cover the following : 

 

1. Positive Control Check 

2. Before Take Off Checklist 
3. The Rudder Waggle 

4. Before Landing Checklist  

 

I have intentionally included and will cover "The positive control check" and "The rudder 

waggle" due to their extreme importance for safety of flight and due to my observance 

that not everywhere in the world are these procedures known of and used.   

 

The Positive control check 

 

Just a few facts to get your attention : 

 

1. It is a sad fact that for every written rule in aviation there was at least one accident 

that preceded it !  

 

2. In many countries glider assembling, positive control checks and critical assembly 

checks are taught and represent an essential part of the glider pilot training syllabus and 

manuals !   

 

3. Still way too many accidents have happened with pilots attempting a flight with one or 

more of their flight controls not connected or incorrectly connected and secured !  

 

For many of us it is a daily routine to assemble the glider at the beginning of a flying day 

and then disassemble it and stow it back in its trailer at the end of the day. Assembling a 

glider is not only hard and tiering but also imposes certain risks and safety related 

functions. With the design of the latest generation of gliders most controls are 

automatically connected once the wings and the horizontal tail are assembled and 

secured. With the older gliders having those hard to reach L'hottelier connections the 
whole process is much more difficult and dangerous. In either case once the glider is 

completely assembled and equipped to go flying a "Positive Control Check" should be 

performed.  



 For this check you as the pilot flying will need an assistant.  

Start the check with your assistant holding the left aileron firmly in a full up position. 

With your control stick now fully deflected to the left try applying reasonable force to 

move the stick in the opposite direction. As expected you should feel resistance. Now 

repeat the process with your assistant holding the aileron in a neutral position and then 

full down position and your stick in the neutral and then deflected fully to the right. 

Again, you should feel resistance. If the stick moves freely your controls are not 

connected correctly !!! Then ask the assistant to let go of the aileron and check for full , 

free, correct and unobstructed movement of your aileron controls in both directions. 

If your glider has flaps the flaps should be checked in a similar manner throughout their 

full and intermediate range.  

Check the speed brakes as well making sure that your assistant's fingers and hands are 

not trapped and injured during this check !!! The speed brakes should be checked for 

their full range of motion as well as resistance (while the assistant is holding them). They 

should also be checked for their ability to lock in their fully closed position. 

Next, check the elevator with it being firmly held full down and the stick fully forward. 

Then, elevator full up and the stick fully aft. Then check for full, free, correct and 

unobstructed movement of your elevator in both directions.  

The trimmer should be checked for its full and correct range of motion. 

Although not assembled the rudder should also be checked with the help of your 

assistant in a similar manner for full, free, correct and unobstructed  movement while 

pushing the rudder pedals full left and full right. 

Continue checking all flight controls going in a circle around your glider in the same 

manner that you perform a daily preflight inspection.  

In addition to this flight control check you must make sure that all bolts, pins and  

connections are secure and where they should be. Some gliders have mirrors built in to 

help you and for others you will need to do your best to see and feel that everything is in 
a position for safe operation. 

Finally if there were any removable panels they should also be put in their slots and 

secured. 

Dont forget to install pitot and TE probes in their designated receptacles.  If there is any 

possibility of installing them in reverse I strongly advise you to mark them simply by 

using insulation electrical tape. Then you can just match red on red and white on white 

and will not miss a fabulous day of flying like I have several years ago in Namibia :( 

Visually confirm that your instruments are responsive once your assistant GENTLY blows 

into the pitot tube and static and TE probes. 

In the USA during contests it is a common practice and requirement to put a marker 

signature on left wing root tape once the positive control check has been performed. 

When the glider is in line for take off contest officials will check every and each glider for 

this signature therefore verifying that the glider is safe for operation following its 

assembly. If the signature can not be seen you will be denied a take off in the interest of 

your safety. This procedure makes perfect sense and I strongly recommend it to every 

glider operation !  

In some countries aviation regulations require that you hold an official authorization to 

assemble gliders and perform daily inspection. If authorized, you will need to make an 

entry in the aircraft logbook of the daily inspection which you have performed. 

 

Assembly of a glider and its checks is a safety critical function ! You should approach it 

with the same focus and attention as you do when you are getting ready for take off ! 

The newer and fancier your glider is the more curious spectators it will gather. Be aware 

that they can represent a serious distraction to you ! Politely ask them to give you some 

time and space to complete your glider assembly job and that thereafter you will be able 

to answer their numerous questions and inquires :) 

 
This article was written to the best of my knowledge and experience but in no way does 

it override or substitute the need and requirements to use your official aircraft manuals, 

procedures and government publications dealing with your aircraft operation, assembly  



and its checks.  Therefore it is your responsibility to comply with all the procedures in the 

best interest of safety and the author of this text can not be held responsible in any way 

or manner.  

 

Before Take off Checklist 

 

This is my favorite check list for two reasons. First of all it is a very easy one to 

remember (A, BB, CCC, D and E) and second off all we are about to go flying and that is 

a very happy moment for all of us :) 

 

I recommend doing this checklist  out loud . This way it will be easier for you to go 

through all the steps of the checklist and at the same time your flight instructor or flying 

partner will be able to follow along as well. 

 

A : Altimeter and instruments : Make  sure your altimeter is correctly set to airport 

elevation, check all your instruments and do a radio check with the ground base. 

Close and set the air vents as you prefer. If taking off from a dusty runway it is 

recommended that they are closed. 

 

B : Belts on and tight ( If flying in a two seater ask the other pilot to do the same) 

 

B : Ballast ? Do we have and do we need ballast for the purpose of correct CG ? And are 

we carrying water ballast ? If we do have water ballast and therefore our glider is heavy 

we will need to advise the tow pilot of this !  

 

C: Controls free and correct ! Make a motion of your control stick in all directions making 

sure once again that all your controls are moving freely and correctly. Observe the 
correct movement of your ailerons as you do this check. 

Set the trim in the take off position. 

If your glider has flaps, check their movement through their full range and set them in 

the take off position as recommended by your flight manual. 

If you decide to check the rudder at this point as well, be careful because at some 

airports a glider pilot rudder waggle is a signal to the tow pilot that everything is ready 

and he may commence the take off. If the tow rope is already attached at this point  

(which I don't recommend ! ) this can cause a very dangerous situation !!!  

I suggest that you do the controls check with your canopy closed and locked ! 

 

C: Canopy : Close and latch your canopy. Then gently push on the rim of your canopy 

making sure that it is indeed closed and latched. A number of accidents has happened 

due to inadvertent canopy opening on take off. If flying a two seat glider make sure that 

the other pilot is doing the same check. 

 

C: Cable : First make sure that the area in front of your glider is clear, the only person 

that should be if front  of your glider at this point is the person attaching the tow rope to 

your glider ! Then have the tow rope attached to your glider, making  sure that the 

correct tow ring is being used for your glider. The main difference is between the TOST 

and Schweizer tow rings. Most gliders these days use the TOST (smaller) tow ring but at 

some airports mostly in the USA you might come across a larger Schweizer tow ring 

which is not adequate for your modern glider !!! Also the weak link on the tow rope 

should be of adequate strength according to the weight of your glider.  

Do a tow rope release check and then have the tow rope connected again. Last but not 

least make sure that you can easily reach the release knob  ( usually painted in yellow) 

and remind yourself where it is located in case you need to pull it promptly in case of an 

emergency !  
 

D: Dive brakes : Open them fully and make sure that both the left and the right dive 

brake is extended. Then close and lock them making sure that they are indeed stowed 



and locked ! Most gliders will not take off with the dive brakes out ! Unfortunately several 

pilots have proven this . . .  

 

E: Emergency plan : Ask your self what is the wind speed and direction and how will it 

affect your take off !!! Remind yourself of the emergency procedures in case of rope 

break and what are the landing options and procedures at the specific airport from which 

you are flying.  

 

Now that you have completed your check list you are ready for take off. Scan the area 

around and above your glider one more time. Give the wing runner a signal that  he may 

raise your wing. Do a radio check with the tow pilot and then advise him that he can 

tighten the tow rope. Once the tow rope is tight give  a "thumbs up" signal to the wing 

runner giving him your final OK for the take off . Advise the tow pilot that he may 

commence the take off either via radio or with your rudder waggle ( if this is the 

standard procedure at the airport from which you are flying) . 

Relax and enjoy the flight and continue rehearsing the emergency procedure in case of 

rope break !!!  

 

The Rudder Waggle  

(prompt and continuous movement of the tow plane rudder control left and right ... ) 

 

This signal is given by the tow pilot to the glider pilot in case of an emergency !  

Out of all the signals on tow this is perhaps the most important one and the one that 

hopefully you will never see in a real life scenario.  

To my knowledge it was created and introduced to glider pilots as a result of a number of 

accidents or close calls while being on tow.  

The direct and simple meaning of this signal when given by the tow pilot is : SOMETHING 
IS WRONG WITH YOUR GLIDER !!! 

If you see this signal while on tow immediately check what is wrong with your glider. 

There is a very high possibility that somehow your dive brakes have "fallen out" 

(extended)  and that the tow plane is now unable to have a sufficient rate of climb. 

The lower you are on tow the more critical this situation is and the more important it is 

for both the tow pilot and the glider pilot to be aware of this signal. 

A properly equipped tow plane will have a rear view mirror installed and the tow pilot will 

be trained to scan the position and condition of the glider through this mirror during the 

tow. If the tow pilot notices that his rate of climb is unsatisfactory or unable to maintain 

altitude he should definitely check the condition of the glider that he is towing and if the 

dive brakes have inadvertently extended. If they have then the tow pilot should 

immediately give the rudder waggle signal and if equipped with a radio call the glider 

pilot and communicate this situation to him.  

If you as the glider pilot fail to correct this condition of the glider and therefore you bring 

the entire tow operation into a dangerous situation the tow pilot might not have an 

option but to release his end of the tow rope and therefore save the tow plane and 

himself  .  . .  

If this were to happen you are now on your own and the safe outcome of your flight is in 

serious jeopardy ! ! !  

Therefore it is extremely important that during your flight your dive brakes remain in and 

locked and that you are familiar with the meaning of the rudder waggle signal. 

My advice to those of you flying at different airports around the world is to familiarize 

yourself with the towing procedures, signals on tow, landing options in case of a rope 

break and all the other factors that could and will affect your flight at this specific airport. 

Proper communication, mutual knowledge and understanding in aviation is one of the key 

factors for a safe and efficient operation. 

 

 



Before Landing check list 

 

Last but not least comes the landing check list : 

 

The acronym for this check list was entirely created by myself and it was done in a way 

to emphasize a safe approach and landing after a long and tiering cross country flight. 

" Fasten seat belts and FOCUS ! " 

Fasten seat belts is the first item on this check list because typically most of us will 

loosen our seat belts somewhat on a long cross country flight. Therefore prior to our 

landing and especially if this landing is going to be an outfield landing it is imperative 

that we tighten our seat belts ! 

The acronym FOCUS was chosen because again prior to our approach and landing it is 

very important to be get focused. As mentioned earlier this checklist is supposed to 

emphasize maximum level of safety after a lengthy cross county flight. It is at no 

surprise that all of us will feel some level of fatigue after flying for 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10 or 

more hours . . . and it is very likely that once a pilot crosses the finish line of a long and 

successful flight that his attention tends to go down feeling that he has accomplished his 

goal and now comes the easy part which is approach and landing. Let me remind you 

that many accidents have happened after crossing the finish line and it is important to 

stay focused until your glider is securely tied down and your logger turned in to the 

official observer. 

 

F : Flaps and Flow 

Flaps: start making your flap selection for approach and landing. If you can make your 

final flaps selection on downwind prior to the spoiler check this will significantly reduce 

your workload on the base leg and final. 

Flow -dump the water ballast ( if you had any) 
 

O: Other traffic  - scan for other traffic always ! and especially in the vicinity of an airport 

 

C: Cross wind - what kind of wind will you have during your approach and landing and 

how will you adjust your flight pattern and speed for it ? 

 

U: Under carriage - gear down and locked and verified down and locked. Double check 

that you do have the correct indication that your landing gear is down and locked and 

that the wind noise level has increased in your cockpit. A number of  pilots have flown 

the entire flight with their gear down and then brought it up in the traffic pattern and 

made a gear up landing ! 

 

S: Spoilers, Speed and Spot 

 Spoilers (dive breaks), when on down wind and in a position to safely land even if your 

spoilers  were to brake in a fully open position check that your spoilers are indeed 

extending properly. Briefly open your spoilers and visually verify by looking left and right 

over your wing that they are extending. This check verifies not only that your spoilers are 

functioning properly but also that your hand is on a correct lever. Again, a number of 

accidents have happened and many more almost happened because the pilot had his 

hand either on a flaps lever or a gear lever and was trying to extend the the dive brakes 

on final. (Mika, Martin, DG300 Cal City, Ingo Waikery worlds, JS-1 Livno ...) Then 

spoilers should be fully stowed but not locked, this should ensure that the spoilers will 

work once you need them and your hand will stay on the correct spoiler lever. If you still 

need to make final flaps selections you will of course have to move your hand therefore 

do this in a careful manner because your spoilers might tend to extend on their own. 

For those of you thinking that this spoiler (dive brakes) check is not necessary let me 

assure you that I know of cases where the spoiler has failed requiring an emergency 
landing. If on down wind the spoilers were not to extend during this check the pilot will 

have sufficient time to adjust his landing pattern for a no flap landing.  



Speed: As a function of wind you will need to decide what approach speed you will 

maintain during your final approach to landing. It is typical to add 1/2 the head wind 

component and full gust speed to your normal no wind approach speed (up to a 

maximum of 20 kts). Example: if your head wind is 8 kts , gusting to 14 kts  you should 

add 1/2 head wind which is 4 kts and an additional full gust which is 6 kts, therefore 

adding a total of 10 kts to your normal approach speed. For light tail wind approaches 

and landings there is no need to add anything.  

Spot: this refers to your aiming spot, desired touchdown spot and stopping spot.  

 

In conclusion these checklists and procedures were created as a summary of different 

techniques observed and used by glider pilots around the world (Europe, Africa, USA and 

Australia).  I use them on a regular basis and find them to be a useful tool augmenting 

procedural flying and improving the safety of the flight. It is your individual choice to 

incorporate them or not, fully or partially or develop your own procedures, check lists 

and techniques which will enhance the safety of your flying. 

I hope that by writing this text I was able to share some of my experiences and 

knowledge that I have gained in the past 30 years of active glider and professional flying. 

 

Thank you and safe and enjoyable flying to all of you :)  

 

Milan Petkovic, Petko     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


